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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of dimensions of strategic information quality 
as mediator variable in the relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving 
strategic objectives  , the research is descriptive-correlative type and a questionnaire consisted of 
(27) items based on 5-point Likert-scale designed to collect the data from the higher and executive 
departments.60 copies of questionnaire distributed but only (83 %) received and valid for analysis 
. Reliability of questionnaire obtained( 0.92) using Cronbach᾽s alpha. The content and face validity 
of the questionnaire determined through the viewpoints of experts in managem ent department .The 
data analyzed at arithmetic mean, standard deviation, coefficient, factor analysis, Pearson 
correlation coefficient and regression analysis by the SPSS software version (16.1). The findings 
showed that there is a positive significant correlation between the effectiveness of strategic 
decisions and  achieving strategic objectives and positive relationship between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and  dimensions of strategic information quality , also a positive relationship 
between dimensions of strategic information quality and  achieving strategic objectives and 
dimensions of strategic information quality mediator the relationship between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives.  The recommended that it is possible to test 
other factor, the dimensions of information quality strong impact on strategic decisions thus 
achieving the strategic objectives of the organizations , and should  the departments of organization 
invest it , as describe it strong point when making strategic decisions  ,some dimensions have less 
correlation , so the concerned parties give importance to these dimensions , accreditation the 
information quality model as one of the decision support models in the factory  ,open channels of 
communication to exchange information and experiences with similar factories . 

Keywords : Dimensions of Strategic Information Quality , Strategic Decisions , Strategic 
0bjectives, Operational Objectives  , Tactical Objectives 

 

Introduction 

Quality information is the new format  for attention to quality in general after attention to goods and services 
provided by organizations. The quality of the information look like an extension quality of goods and services  
(Al-saady& Zabar,2013) .The quality of information has increased by Increasing the size of organizations 
and the complexity of its work  and to achieve management needs and decision makers and environmental 
changes , and the decisions are strongly linked with dimensions information (Time- Formal - and the content 
dimension ), which will be used in this study , as well as their relationship to achieving the strategic objectives 
of the organizations  , therefore, this study aimed to light on impact of strategic information quality 
dimensions on the effectiveness of strategic decisions to achieve strategic objectives , based on that will be 
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used amount of criteria to measure the quality of information and describe  as criteria have been identified 
based on the findings from researchers (Milton Swiering , 2005)and (Juran & Godfrey , 1999). 

Problem of the study: This study have tried to answer the following questions : 

 Is there an impact for the effectiveness of strategic decisions which rely on  the dimensions of 
strategic information quality to achieving the strategic objectives of factory ? 

 Is there an impact For the dimensions of strategic information quality on effectiveness of strategic 
decisions  of  factory ? 

 Is there an impact for the dimensions of strategic information quality on achieving the strategic 
objectives of factory ? 

 Is there an impact for the dimensions of strategic information quality in the relationship between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives of factory? 

 Importance of study: The importance of this study is shown through: 

 Improving the dimensions of strategic information quality In organizations in general and cement 
factory Specially by adopting scientific standards to fact of the information on which factory 
depends based on the results of the statistical analysis of this study. 

 Provide decision makers in the organizations with general images and a special the management of 
Bisha factory with digital indicators based on the dimensions of strategic information quality based 
on intellectual frameworks and the evaluation criteria which this study will be based. 

 Put the supports depends on the quality of the strategic information to achieve the strategic objectives 
in factory. 

Significance and Objectives of the study: This study aims to test the effect of dimensions of strategic 
information quality as mediator variable in the relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and 
achieving strategic objectives, and that is through: 

 Determining the relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions which rely on the 
dimensions of strategic information quality to achieving the strategic objectives of factory. 

 Determining the relationship between the dimensions of strategic information quality on 
effectiveness of strategic decisions of  factory. 

 Determining the relationship between the dimensions of strategic information quality on achieving 
the strategic objectives of factory. 

 Testing the mediation role of dimensions of strategic information quality between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives of  factory . 

The limit of the study 

Theoretical limit:  The study  based on three variables will be referred it in the model of the study. 

Time limit: The study based on data which have collected from community of study - 2016. 

The Spatial limit: Cement Factory –Bisha - Saudi Arabia 

Model of the Study 

The model examines the relationship between the effectiveness of strategic decisions (Independent Variable) 
and achieving strategic objectives (dependent variable) and dimensions of strategic information quality 
(mediator variable)  In order to achieve the objectives of the study . 
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Figure 1: Model of the Study. 

 

Definitions of Study Variables 

The following  theoretical definition for study variables: 

Concept  of dimensions of strategic information quality: Is the degree of  a variable the needs and 
expectations from information providers  , or producers of knowledge when they  doing business   and In a 
study of (Stvilia,2005) published on  (Wikipedia) there was selected dimensions of strategic information 
quality seven dimensions  it is (the range - the shape – formatting- singularity- validity- immediate resolution- 
accessibility), while some researchers presented some standards are consistent with corporate organizations , 
(Khaleel,2000)He has identified Four criteria for dimensions of strategic information quality it is (artistic- 
legal- control- vocational). 

Dimensions of strategic information quality According the study: 

 Time dimension. 

 Formal dimension. 

 The dimension Content. 

Concept  of strategic decisions: Are decisions that affect deeply In the future of the organization through 
responsiveness and consensus  between these decisions and the requirements of the environment 
(Johnson&Scholes,1993), while (Ghorab,1997) the strategic decision that is the decision tackles variables 
related to the performance of the organization or it has the important central effect In the continuity and 
success of the organization , while (Al-azawy) has been described strategic decisions as out range decisions 
in their content and depends on the strategic plan and achieve the goals, while (Yaghy&Khashggy,1998) has 
been described strategic decisions it is decisions are concerned with the study of complex problems and deal 
with it is objectives , And that their value and impact varies  According to administrative levels. 

Concept  of strategic objectives: The planned objectives that an organization strives to achieve. Most senior 
managers will take the time to develop and articulate appropriate strategic goals for their business in order to 
demonstrate to subordinate employees what their plans and vision for the company are. Such strategic goals 
should be achievable and should reflect a realistic assessment of the current and projected business 
environment (Business Dictionary,2017). A reader writes, "When I started my company five years ago, I 
directed most of my energy towards product development. Sales received minimal attention.   I want to start 
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thinking more strategically about sales. I'm just not sure if the goals I have in mind are more tactical. What 
are your thoughts?", What a great way to start off the new year - including sales in your overall planning 
efforts. Both strategic and tactical goals play important roles in that process - and it's easy to get the two 
confused (Business Dictionary, 2017). 

The Hypotheses of The Study: Depending on figure [1] the study is testing the following hypotheses: 

H1: There is a positive relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving strategic 
objectives for factory.  

H2: There is a positive relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  dimensions of 
strategic information quality for factory. 

H3: There is a positive relationship between dimensions of strategic information quality and  achieving 
strategic objectives for factory. 

H4: dimensions of strategic information quality mediator the relationship between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives for the factory. 

Methodology and Result 

Method, measure, sample and data collections: 

To collect data from statistical sample to test the hypotheses, a descriptive analysis method used and a 
questionnaire designed to collect the data from the sample. The questionnaire formed in two categories, 
the first one to decide the characteristics of the statistical sample like education, work experience, age, and 
gender…etc. The second group is to test the hypotheses of the study we paid particular attention to 
sampling and data collection process. The decision makers in Cement Factory –Bisha - Saudi Arabia have 
chosen to conduct this study. Before distributing all questioners, the formal or symbolic validity used to 
find the validity of data gathering. For this purpose a primary questionnaire was validate by some 
professors and experts. So that they comment on the questionnaire after this step the questionnaire 
redesigned. The Cronbach᾽s coefficient alpha test was conducted to measure the internal consistency 
reliability and the result of tested as it is seen on table (1). 

Table (1): Reliability Test of Questionnaire Using  Alpha Cronbach 
Variable No of 

items 
Alpha Cronbach 
value 

effectiveness of strategic decisions 9 0.83 

dimensions of strategic information quality 
 

10 0.85 

achieving strategic objectives 
 

8 0.84 

 

As it is shown in the table(1) all values of alpha Cronbach are greater than 0.06 as the result of this step, a 
proposal number of questionnaires distributed (6o copies of the questionnaire) and only (86%)  received 
and valid for analysis.  
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Table (2): Resources of  Measurements 
Variable Resources of  scale Measures 

dimensions of strategic information 
quality 
 

Fayiz , Al-naggar , (2008)  Formal dimension 
 Time dimension 
 content Dimension 

 
strategic objectives Maghraba,Gasim 

(2015) 
 Operational objectives. 
 Tactical objectives. 

effectiveness of strategic 
decisions 

Carl et . (2003)  Long-term impact . 
 Relying on competitive advantages. 
 Participation . 
 Flexibility . 
 Innovation . 
 exploitation of resources  . 
 realism . 
 Prediction . 

 
 

Measure factor analysis: Factor analysis is a useful tool for investigating variable relationships for complex 
concepts and it allows researchers to investigate concepts that are not easily measured directly by collapsing 
a large number of variables into a few interpretable underlying factors, therefore the scales were submitted   
to principal component analysis using SPSS and the result of analysis for any variable of the study will  be 
shown below: 

Table (3): Rotated Component Matrix Of effectiveness of strategic decisions (Independent Variable) 
Component Items 
0.88 ESD1 
0.86 ESD2 
0.89 ESD3 
0.84 ESD4 
0.78 ESD5 
0.79 ESD6 
0.80 ESD7 
0.81 ESD8 
0.84 ESD9 
7.49 Eigen Value 
7.49 Eigen value Total 
0.854 Kaiser –Meyer-Olkin (KMO) 
420.610 Bartlett,s Test of Spherecity 

 

From table (3) it is as seen that the rotated matrix came in one component and the loading value for all items  
are  greater  than  0.5 (cut  point  )  in  additional  eigen  values  greater  than  one  and  the  result (ESD1, 
ESD2, ESD3, ESD4, ESD5, ESD6, ESD7, ESD8, ESD9) , were chosen items to measure effectiveness of 
strategic decisions (Independent Variable) 
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Table (4): Rotated Component Matrix Of dimensions of strategic information quality (Mediator Variable) 
Component  Items 

0.79 Qdosi1 
0.71 Qdosi2 
0.80 Qdosi3 
0.76 Qdosi4 
0.86 Qdosi5 
0.80 Qdosi6 
0.86 Qdosi7 
0.79 Qdosi8 
0.70 Qdosi9 
0.79 Qdosi10 
7.86 Eigen Value 
7.86  Eigen value Total 
0.620 Kaiser –Meyer-Olkin (KMO) 
384.230 Bartlett,s Test of Spherecity 

 

From table (4) it is as seen that the rotated matrix came in one component and the loading value for all items  
are  greater  than  0.5 (cut  point  )  in  addition,  eigen  values  greater  than  one  and  the  result (Qdosi1, 
Qdosi2, Qdosi3, Qdosi4, Qdosi5, Qdosi6, Qdosi7, Qdosi8, Qdosi9, Qdosi10)  were chosen items to measure 
dimensions of strategic information quality (Mediator Variable). 

Table (5): Rotated Component Matrix strategic objectives ( Dependent Variable) 
Items Component 

1 2 
SG1 0.70 0.24 
SG2 0.50 0.67 
SG3 0.07 0.78 
SG4 0.28 0.84 
SG5 0.38 0.75 
SG6 0.86 0.12 
SG7 0.71 0.31 
SG8 0.79 0.27 

 
Eigen Values 52.8

71 
13.297 

Eigenvalue Total 66.168 
Kaiser –Meyer-Olkin (KMO) 0.848 
Bartlett,s Test of Spherecity 32

7.5 

From the table (5) it is as seen that the loading of items and the matrix came in two components and eigen 
values of any one of them is greater than 1.0 therefore, some items were deleted from the matrix if the item 
has a negative loading value or less than the cut point (0.5).Reliability measured for both components 
(reliability of component one=0.52.871 reliability of component two = 13.297) based on this result items of 
the first component It will contain statements that are matched by variables (SG1,SG6,SG7,SG8) Reliability 
= 0.83 , as for the two component it will contain statements that are matched by variables 
(SG2,SG3,SG4,SG5) Reliability = 0.87 , and by reference to the study literature the first  component is 
(Operational objectives) and the second Component is (Tactical objectives). 
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Table (6): Descriptive Analysis of The Study Variable 

Note: All variables used a 5-point Likert scale (1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) 

 

Descriptive Analysis, Correlation and Association between Variable of the Study: 

From table (7) the average of the all variable is greater than the value three (default average) , in order to 
test the relation between the variables the Correlation analysis was done and the result will be shown in 
the next table : 

Correlation and Association between the Variables of the Study: 

Table (7): Correlation  Between The Variables 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
From table (7) the result of the correlation analysis demonstrated that all the variables of the study are 
independent from the other variables, in addition to a significantly and positively correlated with each other. 

Test of Hypotheses of The Study: The aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the hypothesis of the 
study and to determine the strongly and the type of the relation . The result will be shown in the next tables. 

Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving strategic objectives (Operational 
objectives): The aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the  hypothesis (Relation between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving strategic objectives "Operational objectives") and to 
determine the strongly and the type of the relation . The result will be shown in the next table. 

Variable effectiveness 
of strategic 
decisions 

dimensions of 
strategic 

information 
quality 

Operationa
l objectives 

Tactical 
objectives 

effectiveness of strategic 
decisions 

.650** 1 .752** .209* 

dimensions of strategic 
information quality 

.592* .550* 1 .605** 

strategic 
objectives 

Operational 
objectives 

.65** .272** .60** 1 

Tactical 
objectives 

.627** .308* .661** .580** 

Variable Type Of 
Variable 

Arithmetic 
mean 

standard 
deviation 

effectiveness of strategic decisions Independent 3.80 0.791 

dimensions of strategic information quality Mediator 3.75 0.805 

 
strategic objectives 

Operational objectives Dependent 3.70 0.680 

Tactical objectives Dependent 3.69 0.562 
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Table (8): Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving strategic objectives (Operational 
objectives) 

Variable Achieving Operational objectives 

effectiveness of strategic 
decisions 

Beta Sig. 
0.69** .000 
R Square=0.450 , Adjusted R 
Square=0.442  , F=59.385 and Sig=0.000 

 

The result of linear regression analysis between the dependent variable (effectiveness of strategic decisions) 
and independent variable (Operational objectives) as it is seen in table (8) the result shows the model of 
research is statistically significant (F=59.385 and **p<0.01) and a positive significant relation between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving  the Operational objectives.(Beta=0.69 and Sig. = 0.000) 
is founded. 

Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving strategic objectives (Tactical 
objectives): The aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the  hypothesis (Relation between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving "Tactical objectives") and to determine the strongly and 
the type of the relation . The result will be shown in the next table. 

Table (9): Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving Tactical objectives: 
Variable Achieving Tactical objectives 

effectiveness of 
strategic decisions 

Beta Sig. 
0.66** .000 

R Square=0.458 , Adjusted R 
Square=0.420,F=68.702 and Sig=0.000 

 

The result of linear regression analysis between the dependent variable (effectiveness of strategic decisions) 
and independent variable (Tactical objectives) as it is seen in table (10) the result shows the model of 
research is statistically significant (F=68.207 and **p<0.01) and a positive significant relation between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and Tactical objectives (Beta=0.66 and Sig. = 0.000) is founded. 

Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and dimensions of strategic information quality: 
The aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the  hypothesis (Relation between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and dimensions of strategic information quality ) and to determine the strongly and the 
type of the relation . The result will be shown in the next table. 

Table (10): Relation between effectiveness of strategic decisions and dimensions of strategic information 
quality: 

Variable Dimensions of strategic 
information quality 

Effectiveness of strategic 
decisions 

Beta Sig. 
0.71** .000 

R Square=0.533 , Adjusted R 
Square=0.512,F=49.270 and 
Sig=0.000 

 

The result of linear regression analysis between the dependent variable (effectiveness of strategic decisions) 
and Mediator  variable (dimensions of strategic information quality) as it is seen in table (11) the result 
shows the model of research is statistically significant (F=49.270 and **p<0.01) and a positive significant 
relation between  effectiveness of strategic decisions and the dimensions of strategic information quality  
(Beta=0.71 and Sig. = 0.000) is founded. 
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Relation between dimensions of strategic information quality and achieving Operational objectives: 
The aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the  hypothesis (Relation between dimensions of strategic 
information quality and achieving Operational objectives) and to determine the strongly and the type of the 
relation . The result will be shown in the next table. 

Table (11): Relation between dimensions of strategic information quality and achieving Operational objectives 
Variable Achieving operational objectives 

Dimensions of strategic 
information quality 

Beta Sig. 
0.56** .000 

R Square=0.529 , Adjusted R 
Square=0.489,F=56.220 and Sig=0.000 

 

The result of linear regression analysis between the Mediator variable (dimensions of strategic information 
quality) and Dependent variable (achieving Operational objectives) as it is seen in table (12) the result shows 
the model of research is statistically significant (F=56.220 and **p<0.01) and a positive significant relation 
between dimensions of strategic information quality and achieving Operational objectives  (Beta=0.56 and 
Sig. = 0.000) is founded. 

Relation between dimensions of strategic information quality and achieving Tactical objectives: The 
aim of this linear regression analysis is to test the  hypothesis (Relation between dimensions of strategic 
information quality and achieving Tactical objectives) and to determine the strongly and the type of the 
relation . The result will be shown in the next table. 

Table (12): Relation between dimensions of strategic information quality and achieving Tactical objectives 
Variable Achieving tactical objectives 

dimensions of strategic 
information quality 

Beta Sig. 
0.58** .000 

R Square=0.549 , Adjusted R 
Square=0.580,F=65.020 and Sig=0.000 

 

The result of linear regression analysis between the Mediator variable (dimensions of strategic information 
quality) and Dependent variable (achieving Tactical objectives) as it is seen in table (13) the result shows 
the model of research is statistically significant (F=65.020 and **p<0.01) and a positive significant relation 
between dimensions of strategic information quality and Tactical objectives (Beta=0.58 and Sig. = 0.000) 
is founded. 

Dimensions of strategic information quality mediator the relationship between effectiveness of 
strategic decisions and achieving Operational objectives: The purpose of this linear regression analysis 
is to test the hypotheses which states : dimensions of strategic information quality mediator the relationship 
between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving Operational objectives: To test these hypotheses, 
this study applied a three-step hierarchical regression recommended by  (Baron and Kenny (1986)) . The 
First step, the independent variable must affect the dependent variable significantly (ß1must be significant). 
the Second step, the independent variable should affect the mediating variable (ß2 must be significant). The 
Third step, mediating variable must influence the dependent variable significantly (ß3 must be significant). 
On the other hand, in order to establish whether the mediator is fully or partial mediating the relationship 
between the independent variable  and dependent variable, the impact of independent variable on dependent 
variable controlling for mediating variable should zero or ß4 is not significant in fully mediator, while partial 
mediator exists once ß4 is significant but reduced. Based on the results of linear regression analysis that 
presented in table (8) the result of this table shows effectiveness of strategic decisions has a positive 
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significantly relation with achieving Operational objectives (β =0.69 and sig=0.000) in addition to that table 
(10) showed effectiveness of strategic decisions significantly relation with dimensions of strategic 
information quality (β =0.71 and sig=0.000). on the other hand table (11) showed dimensions of strategic 
information quality has a positive significantly relation with achieving Operational objectives (β =0.56 and 
sig=0.000). Accordingly, the conditions for testing the mediation effect of dimensions of strategic 
information quality  is fulfilled Mediation conditions above ، Based on the results of linear regression 
analysis that presented in table (9) the result of this table shows effectiveness of strategic decisions has a 
positive significantly relation with achieving Tactical objectives (β =0.66 and sig=0.000) in addition to that 
table (10) showed effectiveness of strategic decisions significantly relation with dimensions of strategic 
information quality (β =0.71 and sig=0.000). on the other hand table (11) showed dimensions of strategic 
information quality has a positive significantly relation with achieving Tactical objectives (β =0.56 and 
sig=0.000). Accordingly, the conditions for testing the mediation effect of dimensions of strategic 
information quality  is fulfilled Mediation conditions above . 

Table (13): Hierarchical Regression : Mediation dimensions of strategic information quality TO the 
relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives 

Variable Effectiveness of strategic decisions 

 
Dimensions of 
strategic 
information quality 

Mode   1 Mode  2 
Beta Sig. Beta Sig. 

**0.620 0.000 **0.560 0.000 

     
R Square 0.406 0.433 
F 102.023and sig=000 56.407 and sig=000 

 

Thus, the mediation effect of dimensions of strategic information quality based considered with the 
relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives . Based on the 
results of hierarchical regression analysis that presented in Table(13) In model 1, the results showed that 
dimensions of strategic information quality significantly influenced in effectiveness of strategic decisions 
with the beta coefficient(β = 0.620). In model 2, an extent of effectiveness of strategic decisions significantly 
changed the variance explained by dimensions of strategic information quality the beta value coefficient 
decreased (β =0.560). Concerning the type of mediation of dimensions of strategic information quality on the 
relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions effectiveness were significantly reduced (in model 
2) this indicated that dimensions of strategic information quality based fully mediated the relationship 
between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives. 

Findings 

Analyzing the questions revealed the following results: shows effectiveness of strategic decisions has a 
positive significantly relation with achieving Operational objectives (β =0.69 and sig=0.000) in addition to 
that table (10) showed effectiveness of strategic decisions significantly relation with dimensions of strategic 
information quality (β =0.71 and sig=0.000). on the other hand table (11) showed dimensions of strategic 
information quality has a positive significantly relation with achieving Operational objectives (β =0.56 and 
sig=0.000). Accordingly, the conditions for testing the mediation effect of dimensions of strategic information 
quality  is fulfilled Mediation conditions above ، Based on the results of linear regression analysis that 
presented in table (9) the result of this table shows effectiveness of strategic decisions has a positive 
significantly relation with achieving Tactical objectives (β =0.66 and sig=0.000) in addition to that table (10) 
showed effectiveness of strategic decisions significantly relation with dimensions of strategic information 
quality (β =0.71 and sig=0.000). on the other hand table (11) showed dimensions of strategic information 
quality has a positive significantly relation with achieving Tactical objectives (β =0.56 and sig=0.000). 
Accordingly, the conditions for testing the mediation effect of dimensions of strategic information quality  is 
fulfilled Mediation conditions above . 
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Summary of Hypothesis Testing: 
Item Statement of Hypothesis Remark 

H1 There is a positive relationship between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and  achieving 
strategic objectives for factory 

Fully Supported 

H2 There is a positive relationship between 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and  
dimensions of strategic information quality for 
factory. 
 

Fully Supported 

H3 There is a positive relationship between 
dimensions of strategic information quality and  
achieving strategic objectives for factory. 
 

Fully Supported 

H4 dimensions of strategic information quality 
mediator the relationship between effectiveness 
of strategic decisions and achieving strategic 
objectives for the factory. 
 

Fully Supported 

Note : Fully Supported means the relation is significant and positive. 
 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 

The study has shown there is a positive relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and  
achieving strategic objectives for factory  , The views of the respondents are differed In their support of 
certain dimensions as their importance to the factory , the content Dimension Achieve the highest correlation 
relationship , As the study showed There is a positive relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions 
and  dimensions of strategic information quality(Time- Formal - And the content Dimension) for factory , 
This confirms  That the decision makers in the factory They are rely on high quality information  and strategic 
dimensions , But though a positive relationship between dimensions of strategic information quality and  
achieving strategic objectives for factory,  But the biggest impact   It was to the content Dimension Then  
Formal And finally , also The study has shown dimensions of strategic information quality mediator the 
relationship between effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives for the factory, 
Where the strength of correlation emerged between dimensions of strategic information quality (Link) and 
effectiveness of strategic decisions and achieving strategic objectives for the factory. 

Recommendations 

 This study recommends the following: 

 The possibility of applying this study  In other similar organizations. 

 Important to achieve the best performance by setting precise standards to take for high quality 
information. 

 The importance of developing teams through training courses which improves information work. 

 The dimensions of information quality have strong impact on strategic decisions thus achieving the 
strategic objectives of the organizations, and should  the departments of organization invest it , as 
describe it strong point when making strategic decisions . 

 Some dimensions have less correlation, so the concerned parties give importance to these 
dimensions. 

 Accreditation the information quality model as one of the decision support models in the factory. 

 Open channels of communication to exchange information and experiences with similar factories. 
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